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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Migration is considered as a normal process of adjustment to changes in economic opportunities .

As new areas de-

velop and old ones become stationary or decline , people move
in response to known or expected advantages in other areas, or
simply as a means of escaping conditions at home but with no
particular assurance of bettering their conditions.
The migration of people from one area to another has
been an almost constant phenomenon of human history.

The domi-

nant migratory trend during the relatively prosperous 1920 1 s
was the movement from farms to cities .

Between 1930 and 1936,

the trend changed somewhat as a great number of dislocated rural people sought resettlement on other agricultural lands.
Then in the 194o ' s , a great shuffling and redistribution of population occurred largely toward the Pacific Coast .
As the trend in migration changed and migration became
more extended and prolonged, the American economy took on more
complex problems .

Although the entire economy felt the impact

of migration , certain segments were affected more than others .
In a studyl made of factory workers , Charles A. Myers
notes that in an economy where workers are free to change jobs
1 charles A. Myers , The Movement of Factory Worke rs
(New York: Wiley & Sons , Inc., 1943), p . 1.

2

and to seek work of their own choice, the movement of labor
should fulfill several functions .

First , it should tend to

equalize wages and other conditions of work for comparable
jobs; secondly , it should serve to distribute labor where the
need is greatest, geographically and industrially; and thirdly ,
it should give workers an opportunity to utilize their capacities and abilities most effectively.

To the extent that there

is sufficient movement, these functions will be fulfilled . On
the other hand, if too many workers move without these functions being realized in some degree, movement is wasteful and
uneconomical; waste is also incurred if more movement takes
place than is necessary to fulfill these functions .
The basic assumption underlying this study is that the
migration of agricultural workers in Texas has not fulfilled
the important !'unctions that the movement of labor should, and
an attempt will be made to relate this and other implicit assumptions to the agricultural economy of Texas .

An

analysis

will also be made of some of the implications that migration
of workers may have on the economy , namely: the tendency to
drive wages down , perpetuate substandard employees and substandard employers , and lower the agricultural standards of an
area .

In order to aid the reader in gaining insight into the

problem under investigation, the purpose of the study, its
scope, and key definitions germane to the study are presented
below.
Purpose of the Study
Many investigations, reports , and recommendations have

3
been made by both private and public groups on the problem of
migration since the Great Depression.

A continuance of these

studies makes it evident that attempted remedial programs have
not been successful.
Lowry Nelson , in his study, states:

"There is no major

problem in the American economy about which so much has been
written and so little action taken . 112

The writer, therefore,

has conducted research in an attempt to re- emphasize the migratory labor problem , and to provide further bases for a remedial
program.
Scope Qf the Study
This study shall be limited to the state of Texas with
particular emphasis being placed upon agricultural farm labor,
and in time to the period from 1920 to the present.

The agri-

cultural segment of the Texas economy will be examined because
it is felt that here is where migration has had its greatest
impact .
Definitions Qf Terms
To facilitate claritY, the following terms are listed
and defined as they will be used throughout this thesis:
Migration.-- A population movement in response to real
or fancied differences in opportunity. 3
2Lowry Nelson, Migratory Workers : The Mobile Tenth of
American Arricul ture ()lashington: National Planning Association, 1953 , p . 1.
3John N. Webb, Migrant Families
Government Printing Office , 1938) , xv.

(Washington:

U.

s.

4
Chronic Wandering .-- The aimless type of movement
characteristic of persons to whom stability has become either
unattractive or an impossibility. 4
Residence .-- A term used to refer to a stay in a community for at least thirty (30) days without transient relief. 5
Settled Residence .-- A term used to convey the idea of
seeming permanent in contrast with the more or less temporary
nature of a residence . 6
Methodology and Sources Qf Data
The methods to be used in this study are the historical and the case study methods , applied through tne use of maps,
char ts , documents , and illustr ations of specific cases .
Information for this thesis was obtained from the following sources :
1 . Library.-- Textbooks, periodicals, pamphlets , and
other available literature in the field of labor economics .
2 . Texas Employment Bureaus .-- Bulletins , pamphlets,
and periodicals .

3. Texas State Department of Labor. - - Bulletins , periodicals, and pamphlets .

lf-rbid .
5rbi d ., p . 74.
6

Ibid. , p . 63.

CHAPTER II
AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF
MIGRATORY FA.HM LABOR IN 'l'EXAS
Agriculture was tne chief occupation of the first settlers who came to Texas .

The people in the early Spanish mis-

sions worked their farms and , in tum, sold their surplus crops
to the villages near by.

The Spanish villages had their farm-

ing land and their grazing areas on the outer edge of town .
The Anglo-American set~lers buil~ ~neir iog cabins on a small
tract of land and plan~ed the crops which were necessary ~o
their own iiv1ng.

As colonies grew, with the help of slaves

on the plantations, larger crops were grown and there was a
larger surplus to sell . 1
Since the War between the States, Texas has made many
forward strides in agriculture.

After the slaves were freed,

11

it was necessary to develop a new system of agriculture. 112

At

first, there were many one- family farms worked by the owners
or by tenants .

Texas still has many one- family farms, but

farm machinery has brought on many changes .

Tractors, combines,

and other modern machinery have caused an increase in the size
of many farms in Texas .
The Texas agricultural economy enjoyed two decades of

1 Frances Donecker, Building Texas
Publishing Company, 1955), p . 116.
2 Ibid .

(Austin:

The Steck

6

relative prosperity between the years of 1900 and 1920 .

This

does not mean , however , that economic conditions were uniformly
satisfactory.

Major drops in prices of relatively short dura-

tion occasionally occurred as a result of heavy production and
economic disturbances and caused conditions to be unsatisfactory .

For example , there were such disturbances during the

money panic of 1907 , and still there were further ones during
the depression at the outbreak of the First World War . Throughout these periods the incomes of many families were considerably low.
Reasons for the Employment of
Migratory Workers in Texas
Labor on farms in Texas is furnished in large part by
the farm owner or operator and members of his family , by regularly employed helpers, by workers temporarily employed within
the locality of the farm , and by migratory workers .

Farm oper-

ations are highly seasonal on the larger portion of farms in
Texas , and it is, in the opinion of the writer , uneconomical to
keep employed a sufficiently large force to meet the labor requirements during peak seasons only.

On farms raising cotton

and other row crops such as wheat , rice, other grains , truck
crops , and citrus fruits, large amounts of labor are needed
especially during harvesting seasons .

However , this is not the

case with respect to farms which carry on various other enterprises such as livestock, dairy , and poultry.

The demand for

labor in these industries has remained fairly constant .
Because machines have not been sufficiently perfected

7

for common use in complete harvesting operations, hand labor
is required in the harvesting of cotton, the major Texas crop,
truck crops, and citrus fruits.

Migratory farm workers have

furnished a great deal of the hand labor needed on Texas farms.
On many of the small farms in Texas, with the use of improved
machinery and perhaps the aid of regularly employed helpers,
the operator and his family can do without the services of migratory workers until harvest time, at which stage migrants are
a must.

Also, because most crops in certain localities mature

at approximately the same time, many localities do not have
enough workers available to complete the harvesting within a
certain period of time and must therefore rely upon the help
of migratory farm workers.

The Texas State Employment Service3

reports that 70 counties of the state must rely upon migratory
laborers during harvesting season.
The following statement made before the House Committee
on Immigration and Naturalization, Austin, Texas, points up in
clear fashion the farmers' case for warranting the services of
Mexican migratory workers:
Mr. Chairman, here is the whole situation in a nutshell . Farming is not a profitable industry in this
country, and in order to make money out of this, you
have to have cheap labor. In order to allow landowners
to make a profit off their farms, they want to get the
cheapest labor they can find, and if they get the Mexican labor, it enables them to make a profit . That is
the way it is along the bordar, and I imagine that is
the way it is anywhere else.

3Farm Placement Service.
Service, 1938).
4Ibid .

(Austin:

Texas Employment

8

Presented above have been some of the reasons for employing migratory workers on farms in Texas, and partly because of these reasons migratory workers are seemingly indispensable to the Texas agricultural economy.

The following por-

tion of this study is devoted to some of the uses made of the
services of migratory workers on farms in Texas .
Utilization of the Services of Migratory:
Workers Q!1 Farms in Texas
While many migrat ory workers alternate between agricultural and non- agricultural enterprises, agriculture offers
the overwhelming part of the employment for migratory workers
in Texas .

About 67 to 95 per cent of the earnings of migratory

workers in Texas come from farm enterprises . 5 The need for and
uses made of the services of migratory labor in Texas is suggested by a consideration of volume of production. of certain
agricultural products.
The major farm enterprise in Texas is cotton production.
About 10,000,000 acres of land are planted in cotton each year ,
and Texas has been the leading cotton producing state since
1876. 6 A tremendous amount of labor is required to cultivate ,
plant , and especially chop and pick the cotton fields .

The pro-

duction of cotton in Texas affords the migratory workers more
employment than any other single industry, both agricultural
and industrial . 7
5Ibid .
6nonecker , op, cit ., p . 117.
7Ibid .

9

Although the reduction in the overall cotton production of the state during late years has cut down on the amount
of labor required for this crop, the per cent of that done by
hired helpers , mostly migrants , has been steadily increasing . 8
The continued and increasing usage of hired help has been caused
by a number of factors.9

One such factor was the development of

cotton producing areas of the state where low cost production
methods prevail and where large farm units are worked . Another
factor was the introduction of tractors and other multi-row
equipment resulting in an increase in average acreage for many
farm operators .

These factors brought on increased demands for

hired help in Texas , especially during the harvesting season.
Texas is excelled in average production of wheat per
farm only by the states of Washington , California , and Montana,
with over 3,000,000 acres of Texas soil being used each year for
growing wheat on some 31,804 or more farms . 10 Here again, the
services of migratory workers are employed in crews for harvesting the wheat .
The production of ci~rus fruits such as grape- fruits and
oranges, localized in the Rio Grande area of the sta~e, has been
steadily increasing in importance .

This industry embraces pick-

ing, gathering , boxing , canning, and packing .

Although many

small growers harvest their own crops, the Texas State Employment
8Farm Placement Service , loc , cit .

9c. A. Bonnen, "Some Technological Changes in the High
Plains Cotton Areas of Texas , " Journal of Farm Economics, XX
(August , 1938) , No . 3 .
lOBiennial Report .
tistics, 1946) .

(Austin: Texas Bureau of Labor Sta-

IO
Service11 shows the recruitment of migr atory 110rkers totaling
about

75

per cent of all workers employed in the citrus fruit

industry.

This figure, however, does not include workers hired

independently.
The production of vegetables for commercial purposes
has developed in recent

years as a major agricultural enter-

prise in several local ities in Texas .

Large quantities of veg-

etables are shipped to northern and eastern centers during the
winter months for consumption.

Vegetables of commercial impor-

tance in Texas include potatoes, onion, tomatoes, carrots, cucumbers, spinach, cantaloupes , and watermelons .

These vegeta-

bles require immediate harvesting when they are ready, otherwise, they will become over-riped, s poiled , or commercially unacceptable .

And, because many growers do not have families or

local labor forces large enough for such work, they must rely
upon the services of migratory farm 1aborers .
Finally, rice production has been of noticeable importance in the agricultural economy of Texas i n late years.

Rice

producers depend upon the labor of migratory workers for shockind and threshing the grain.

Immediate threshing is required

once the moisture content of rice is proper.
The l'dgrator:y: Farm Wo;rkers : Eco~oaj,c and
Social Conditions in Texas
In the preceding discussion, reasons for the employment
11Farm Placement Service.

Service, 1938) .

lAustin:

Texas Employment
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of migratory workers in Texas were given and an attempt was
made to brieny describe some of the uses made of their services.

Before attempting to relate some of the implications

that migratory workers may have on the economy, a brief discussion will be presented of the migrants themselves, their
ways of life , and general living conditions .
Race and Origin of Migratory Workers
In a studyl- 2 by Orin

c.

Cassmore and Selden

c.

Menefee,

it was found that 85 per cent of all migratory workers in Texas
are Mexicans, 10 per cent are Whites, and only five per cent
are Negroes.

The first peak of Mexican innnigration into the

United States occurred during and after the World War of 1914.
Still a larger group of immigrants came during the 1920's when
there was relatively little unemployment and wages were relatively high .

Texas attracted a great number of these immigrants

because her expanding cotton and vegetable industries needed
cheap labor, and Mexico provided the most convenient source of
supply. 1 3
The migration of Mexicans into Texas and into the United
States as a whole more than tripled from 1910 to 1930 .

(See

Table 1, page 12.)
The 1935 Texas Census of Agriculture shows that there
were 301,017 farms in Texas that year using hired hands on 66,84 5
12
Orin c. Cassmore and Selden C. Menefee, The Pecan
Shellers of San Antonio (Washington: U. S . Government Printing Office, 194o) , p . 2 .
131121g_.
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TABLE 1
MEXICAN POPULATION OF TEXAS AND THE
UNITED STATES, 1910-1930
Texas
Number

1910
1920
1930
SOURCE:

United States
Per cent
Foreign
Born

226 ,466
388,675
683,681

53.3
62. 5
38.4

Number

367, 51.0
700,541
1,422,533

Per cent
Foreign
Born

57. 5
65. 3
43.4

Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the
United States, 1930.

or 13.3 per cent of them.

The census that year also shows that

of the 867,602 persons gainfully employed in agriculture in

1935, approximately 325,000 of them were migrants. The Texas
State Employment Service14 reported 403,035 placements in 1938,
and 550,074 in 1939.

These figures include only those place-

ments facilitated by that agency and do not include the perhaps
many times greater number made independently.
San Antonio attracted more than its share of Mexican
migratory workers for three reasons: 1 5 First, there had always
been a colony of Mexicans there, so the city naturally attracted

newer immigrants; second. ,

San Antonio, being located near the

Mexican border, is quite accessible to the areas where many
Mexicans are used in seasonal agricultural work; and third, the

14Farm Placement Service. (Austin:
ployment Service , 1939) .
15cassmore and Menefee, loc, cit.

Texas State Em-

13
city ' s industries use a large amount of cheap Mexican labor.
San Antonio is one city in Texas that has held its own in
Mexican population since 1930.
It is estimated that from 60 to 65 per cent of the migratory workers, mostly Mexicans, claim South Texas as their
home; 20 to 22 per cent claim Central Texas as home; from nine
to 10 per cent, West Texas, and two to three per cent claim
places in other states as their home .16
Cycle of Employmen~
Since economic levels are different and job opportunities vary at different times in regions within the state, migratory workers are lmown to move to areas of expected advantages in response to such differences .

Such movements may be

considered cycles or cyclical movements because they are highly
seasonal in nature and usually follow a set route or pattern.
The principal migratory labor routes f~llow very closely
the areas of greatest cotton production in Texas . (See Figure 1).1 7 The cotton harvest begins in th~ lower Rio Grande
area around the middle of July.
of laborers begin.

Following this, two movements

One movement is to the Corpus Christi cotton

area and the other is to the Coastal Prairie area southwest of
Houston.

Also during this particular time of year, rice farm-

ers from Houston to Beaumont are generally in demand for

16Ibid., p . 3.
1 7united States Department of Labor, Farm Placement
Service, 1956.

11+
Figure 1 .

Cotton Picking Seasons in Texas
Dates Cotton Picking Starts
or no cottot proc::, Little
duction
-

July

OOJIIll

August
September
October

SOURCE :

Farm Placement Service, Texas State
Employment Service, Austin, Texas .
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migratory labor.

Migratory workers next take either the east-

ern route up the Trinity River Valley to Central and then to
North Texas; or the route following the Brazos River into Central Texas, and then into the Northern Plains .

The cotton

harvesting activities end with the High Plains cotton area in
late November or early December.
Migratory workers take a somewhat different route after
cotton harvesting has ended .

The workers return to the Rio

Grande Valley to harvest the citrus fruit crops, extending from
December to April ; or the vegetable crops, beginning in January
and ending in June.

The workers sometimes go to the Winter

Gardens area to work the spinach and other vegetables in January,
February, and March; onions in the lower Rio Grande Valley during April and May; and in North Texas during June .

These areas

require a large number of migratory farm workers when harvesting is in season.

This description of the migratory movement

completes the labor cycle for migratory farm workers in Texas,
and from there they may return to cotton harvesting or may decide to try areas of expected advantages in other states .
Transportation
Long treks between jobs are not common practices among
migratory farm workers, their travel not too often extending
across state boundaries .

The average distance traveled by mi-

gratory farm workers between jobs ranges from 135 to 480 miles
as revealed

by a study1 8 made of migrant families . This study

18John N. Webb , Migrant Families (Washington: U.
Government Printing Office, 1938), pp. 4- 9.

s.
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also indicates that 20.2 per cent of the farm laborers furnish
their own transportation, 31.2 per cent travel by bus or rail,

39.4 per cent are furnished transportation by labor contractors
or crew leaders, and the other 17.2 per cent are given transportation by farmers employing them or by "hitch-hiking."
The cotton farmers place emphasis upon discouraging
I

Texas Mexicans from leaving the state to find work.

The Texas

Farm Placement Service also follows this policy stating:
During the cotton season in Texas, all available
labor is needed, and it is highly undesirable from a
social as well as an economic viewpoint, for the migrant agricultural laborer of this state to move into
adjoining states. It has, therefore, been the policy
of the Employment Service to discourage these long
treks, which would inevitably result in labor shortages in certain parts of Te~s, as well as work a
hardship on the transients.i~
Other practices are engaged in to discourage the migratory workers from leaving the state, but still a small number crosses
state boundaries each year

seeking work.

Housing, Sanitation, and Health
Studies 20 and observations both reveal the results that
housing for migrants has always been a serious problem, migrants
usually being left to provide their own living accommodations
enroute to jobs and frequently while on their jobs.

It is not

l.lllcommon to see hundreds camped on vacant lots in towns of

1 9selden c. Menefee Mexican Migratory.Workers of South
Texas (Washington: U. S. Government Printing'Office, 1941),
pp. 30-31 .
20r,owry Nelson Migratory Workers: The Mobile Tenth of
American Agriculture ?Washington: National Planning Association, 1953), pp. 12-16.
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employment areas, or along highways enroute to find work . Several towns have provided camp grounds with sanitary toilets,
running water, and bathing facilities.
conditions exist .

In other towns worse

Make- shift tents provide little shelter ,

subjecting the migrants to exposures of rain and chill .
they sleep on the ground and cook over open fires.

And,

Such expo-

sures, lack of sanitation, and poor diets leave large numbers
ready victims of disease .
The living conditions not only undermine the health of
the workers themselves, but jeopardize that of the resident
population also.

Camping in towns without sanitary toilet fa-

cilities and along streams from which municipal and sometimes
rural home water supplies are taken are obviously known to be
menaces to public health.
The Farm Security Administration lately has established
camps at concentration points throughout Texas .

These camps

have been erected at Sinton , Robstown , Romondville, Weslaco ,
Princeton , Harlinger , and Crystal City.

Here the migrants are

afforded much needed housing and sanitary conditions for a large
part of the labor force in the state .
Generally, it may be said that the housing conditions
of the migrants are those of social maladjustments which usually
accompany poverty .

The houses are usually ramshackled and over-

crowded , health conditions are bad and medical care is inadequate , and the social life of the migrants is hedged about with
economic and racial restrictions. 21

18
Education
It should be kept in mind, first, that the difference
between the educational attainments of migrants and non-migrants
is due perhaps to the youth of migrant groups and to the underrepresentation of Negroes . A survey22 of 620 migrant workers
selected at random in a number of Texas cotton areas indicates
t hat the educational attainment level for the group is considerably low with almost 20 per cent of the whites having had little
or no schooling, while 40 per cent of t he Mexicans and five per
cent of t he Negroes having had none.

The per cents completlng

elementary school were 10 per cent for Mexi.cans, 33 per cent for
the whites, and

25 per cent for Negroes.

The movement from place to place during the school year
causes many children of migrant families to be retarded in their
school progress and leaves, still others, with no schooling at
all.

Areas where climatic conditions are best suited for crop

production during the normal school year, September to June, are
also areas with crowded fields of migratory workers and schools
with many empty seats.

The effect upon children of being moved

from area to area during the school year is perhaps one of the
most serious aspects of the migratory labor problem.

23

General observations lead to the conclusion t hat seldom
do children of migratory workers ever attend school regularly.
22Josiah c. Folsom and others, "Survey of Agricultural
Labor Conditions, Karnes County, Texas1~ United States Departmet of A riculture
eau of A ricul~ural Economics, 1937),

P•

23Helson, op. cit., P• 13.
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Shifting from locality to locality would preclude much progress even if they did attend regularly.

And, finally, obser-

vations reveal that the compulsory attendance laws of the state
are not closely adhered to.
Earnings
The problem of low wages among Mexicans perhaps has its
roots in conditions which prevailed over a period of many years.
Even prior to the depression, the Mexicans brought into this
country primarily to do low-paid agricultural work, were usu24
ally paid not more than $1.00 per day.
Folsom's study2 5 of agricultural labor in Karnes County,
Texas shows the average family income for migrants in the cotton
picking industry in 1935 was $168 for Mexicans , compared with $83
for White and &206 for Negro citizens.

It should be kept in mind,

however, that the migratory labor force is comprised 85 per cent
Mexicans , 10 per cent Whites, and only five per cent Negroes .
Cotton operators tha t year reported having paid $.75 per one
hundred pounds of cotton picked, with the average daily earnings
for all workers $1.09.

In 1936, the annual earnings for migrants

averaged $171, of which 95 per cent was derived from agriculture.

A

follow-up was made of this study in 1938, and the av-

erage annual earnings per worker totaled $225, of which about

67 per cent was derived from agriculture, showing a slight
24orin c. Cassmore and Selden c. Menefee, The Pecan
Shellers of San ~tonic (Washingtons U.S. Government Printing Office, 1946, P• 23.
2 'Folsom and others, loc. cit.

20

increase as migrants tended more toward nonfarm work .
A most recent study26 of the incomes of migratory agricultural workers shows that earnings per day in Texas vary
considerably.

The average wage earned per day for working with

carrots is $3. 50 to $4. 00 per day in other vegetables .

For

cotton work the average wage earned per day 1s $5. 50 .

Tables

2

and 3 provide a breakdown of the wages rece1 ved by migratory

farm workers of Texas .
TABLE 2
EARNINGS OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS, SOUTH TEXAS, 19 56

Cities

All Cities
San Antonio
Crystal City
Eagle Pass
Laredo
Weslaco
Robstown

Total
Workers

594

114
124

104
45

118

89

Average Earnings
Per Worker
Per Day Worked
Farm Work
Nonfarm Work
------------- Dollars

470

4. 94

664

4. 69

521

5. 48

312

4 . 11

294
460
436

4. 02
5. 01
5. 4o

TABLE 3
EARNINGS PER DAY AND TYPES OF \-AJRK IN SOUTH TEXAS , 19 56
Types of Work
Cotton
Chopping
Picking
Onions

Days Worked

Earnings
Dollars

44

46
58

5. 52
5-~7
3. 3

2 6il. D. Lewis, "Incomes of Migratory Agricultural Worke r s , 11 (College Station, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station ,
Bulletin 950 , March, 1960).
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TABLE 3--Continued
Types of Work
Spinach
Carrots
Other vegetables
Other crops
SOURCE :

Days Worked

Earnings

58
78
57
65

Dollars
4. 48
3. 32
~-49
. 34

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station ,
College Station, Texas

Relief applications, sample checks , and general observations from surveys lead to the conclusion that the earnings
of migratory farm workers are considerably low and far from
adequate to provide a decent level of living.
This chapter has attempted to show why some farmers in
Texas have readily accepted Mexican migratory workers as a
ready source of agricultural labor , and what uses are actually
made of these workers on Texas farms .

An attempt was also made

to provide a better insight into the economic and social conditions existing among migratory agricultural workers in Texas .
The following chapter attempts to list and analyze some implications that migration of workers may have on society in general .

CHAPTER III
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE MIGRATION OF WORKERS
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON SOCIETY
Migration has become a way of life with many Texas agricuJ.tural workers who , in turn , have become accepted as a
stable source of labor by farm operators throughout Texas . Texas
Mexicans constitute one of the largest groups of migratory workers in this countr y .

They are very important to the growers of

fruits , vegetables, truck crops, and other row crops not so susceptible to mechanization , and also to a small number of large
scale farm systems operated as incorporated businesses .
On the other hand, low wage scales in all lines of work
available to the migrants coupled with irregular employment have
resulted in extremely depressed economic and social conditions
for the Mexican community as a whole . 1 Associated with the immediate problem of relief are other social problems, for example,
overcrowdedness, poor housing, unsanitary conditions, lack of
schooling, juvenile delinquency , and social discrimination.

All

of these conditions have common roots in the low incomes and irregular employment of migratory workers . 2 A brief examination
of the principal causes of low wage levels among migratory workers is presented below.
1 cassmore and Menefee, op . cit . , p .
2 ~.

37.
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Low Wage Levels
After the Great Depression the number of migratory
workers in Texas grew more rapidly than the demand for their
services . 3

This caused somewhat of a maladjustment between

labor demand and supply which had as its consequence the lowering of wages among migratory workers . Even today , especially
during harvesting season , the growers of cotton , wheat , sugar
beets , and other crops grown on Texas farms demand a large
force of seasonal laborers .

The workers, realizing that daily

maintenance must be provided, want work and a place to live
for themselves and their families .

With respect to migratory

farm workers of Texas , the recruiting of labor has been so successful that oftentimes there are too many workers for the
available jobs and they therefore , and at best , face reduced
wages . 4
Among the various racial minorities of migratory workers in Texas, Mexicans have proved to be the most stable group
because many of them have remained in the state and are still
doing the same types of work of first employment .

Mexicans

are also less vocal in expressing their desires for higher
wages and better working conditions due in part to language
difficulties .5 There is still another cause of low wage levels

3selden C. Menefee , Mexican Migratory Workers of South
Texas ('1/ashington: U. S. Government Printing Office , 1941) , IX.
4-r.owry Nelson , Migratory Worke r s: The Mobile Tenth of
American Arriculture ( Washington: National Planning Association , 1 953 , IX.
5Menefee , op , cit., X.
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among migrator y workers .

A fairly recent study6 reveals that

because of the low prices received by farm operators for goods
produced , such operators are not able to pay higher wages and
provide accommodations for needed seasonal workers .

Moreover ,

the operators to a considerable extent, are unable to meet the
costs involved in getting their products ready for market .
The effects of impoverished Mexican communities in Texas
have been felt in surrounding areas , especially where migratory
farm workers and non- migratory farm workers compete in the labor
market .

Wage scales have generally been lowered in these areas

as a result of the availability of cheap labor. 7

Migratory

workers are forced into dependence upon relief and public assistance because of their low wages . Surveys 8 show that public assistance has been openly resented by the public , federal assistance has all but stopped , and local and state subsidiary assistance has been much too inadequate .
The low economic status of migratory agricultural wor kers, resulting directly from their low wage levels, has in part
caused the following :

(a) Poor facilities for housing, (b) un-

sanitation , (c) inadequate medical care , and (d) l ow school attendance among migrants .

Such conditions, existing without

proper checks being applied, are menaces to the health and welfare of society.

6Nelson , loc , cit .
7orin c. Cassmore and Selden C. Menefee , The Pecan
Shel lers of San Antonio (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 194o) , p . 36.
8!.!u,,g_. , pp . 37- 41 .
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Sub-Standard Working Conditions
Areas of employment whereby employer-employee relations
are such that the conditions of employment seldom, if ever, become a bargaining issue very often lead to an "economic gain" of
one group at the "social expense" of the other. In an address 9
delivered at a recent Chicago conference sponsored by the Catholic Council on Working Life, Secretary of Labor, James P. Mitchell, referred to the migratory farm worker as the "excluded American."

He stated t hat most laws that protect other American

workers exclude half' a million of the migrat ory labor force.

In

spite of t he fact t hat agriculture is the third most hazardous industry in America, only three states have compulsory workmen's
compensation for farm labor on the same basis as other workers,
and every state except Hawaii excludes farm workers from employment compensation laws.

The question is no longer whether or not

these practices are harmful to society, the results being that of
perpetual sub-standard employees and sub-standard employers.
The uncertainty of employment and low annual earnings of
t he migratory labor force are two well known conditions existing
10
among migrants. Data from a f airly recent survey
show that
half of the workers, both farm and non-farm, are employed for
fewer t han seventy-five days of the year with their annual cash
earnings less than $400.

The average time worked per year is one

9Migratory Labor Notes. No. 11. Washington: The President's Committee on Migratory Labor (February, 1960), p. 60

10Lowry Nelson, Migratory Workers: The Mobile Tenth of
American A~riculture (Washington: National Planning Association, 1953, p. 10.
Thew. R. Banks Library
Prairie View A. & M. College
ViAW. Texas

~--~-~o
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hundred and one days with an average earning of $514 for both
male and female .

For the male workers, the average days worked

per year are one hundred and six, and the average earnings are

$655.

Only eight per cent worked two hundred and fifty days

or more .
Also contributing to the conditions of unemployment,
along with poor housing conditions and the language barrier, is
the presence of child labor, predominantly in the cotton industry. Lowry Nelson ' s studyl1 found that 45 per cent of the total
labor force in agriculture are under

25

years of age, with nearly

half of these in the age group from 14 to 17.

Child labor per-

formed on farms is usually considered as help around their homes
and wholesome for child growth, and is, for the most part, unregulated .
The lack of protective legislation for migratory workers during the past two decades has left the migratory labor
market largely unregulated . 12 It is impossible for many of the
migratory farm workers to qualify for public assistance because
of their inability to meet residence requirements. The migrants'
voting power is likewise handicapped thereby seriously limiting
their political influence .

Because of these factors, private

agencies are the usual recourse for the million or so agricultural workers who make a precarious living by moving from place
to place to meet the demand for workers to plant, care for, and
harvest the crops.13
11_.
Ibid , p . 9.
12Ibid . , p. 16.
1 3Ibid

-·
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The American agricultural labor force is perhaps the
most disadvantaged segment of the economy, worldng under most
uncertain conditions.

14

And, because of the indispensability

of migratory farm workers and the mutual interdependence of them
and their employers, a continuation of present conditions would
inevitably degrade the agricultural standards of the American
economy.
Seasonality of Employment
Because agricultural work in Texas is highly seasonal,
migratory workers usually supplement their incomes by engaging
in other types of seasonal employment.

This phase of the study

is to be discussed at length in Chapter IV entitled, "Major
Trends in Migration in Texas."

Emphasis now is place on the fact

that the migrants must bear all expenses incurred while transferring from job to job.

As has been previously stated, t he average

time worked per year in 1953 by migratory workers, both males and
females, was one hundred and one days.

However, some of these

workers were able to maintain fairly regular employment by following the crops requiring labor at different seasons .

But, with

low wages prevailing throughout their employment, migratory workfaced, in addition to providing for the daily necessities of
food, clothing, and health, the extra burden of transporting
from place to place.

The following illustration from a case his-

tory points up in clear fashion conditions at the lower end of
the income scale for mi gratory agricultural workers in general:
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Jose Vasquez worked in the spinach industry from
the first of the year until the end of ¥.iarch earning
~3 . 00 a week, or a tital of $39. 00. After a'month of
idleness, he worked two months picking onions and
earned $50. 00 and housing estimated at $4.oo. Unemployed in July, he then earned $80.00 for work f rom
August through October irrigating spinach. In November
and December he earned $36 . 00 cutting spinach. His
year ' s earnings wI~e $205. 00 in cash. Jose has a wife
and t wo children. ?

At the higher scale of the income bracket usually are
found those migratory workers who mainly follow the sugar beet
industry, an industry which pays among the highest wages available to agricultrual workers .

Also included in the higher in-

come bracket are very large families consisting of from 8 to 18
persons with 5 to 12 workers per family.

16

The more workers in

a family result in more income per family .
Opportunities in agricultural labor are steadily decreasing adding further to the agonies of seasonal employment.

For

example, cotton output, the main agricultural prqduct in Texas,
has fallen off in recent years .

17

Each year migratory workers

face little or no expansions of employment opportunities due, in
part , to t he introduction of mechanization and other technological t rends in certain areas of the state .

These factors often

result in a decrease in the demand for migratory farm laborers .
Moreover , with a l ar ge labor force readily available , coupled
with a low demand for migratory labor, wages consequently will

Texas

P•

40.

l5Selden c. Menefee! Mexican Migratory Workers of South
(Washington: U. s . uovernment Printing Off ice, 1941) ,

16

Ibid.

1 7orin c. Cassmore and Selden C. Menefee, The Pecan
Shellers of San Antonio (Washingt on: U. s. Government Printing Office, 1§40), P • 56.
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be driven down .

With the continuance of the above conditions ,

migratory workers in Texas agriculture can expect little or no
increase in employment opportunities in the immediate future,
and can only look forward to continued and more dependence upon
relief and private industry. 18
Social Disorganization and Discrimination
There are still further implications that the migration
of workers could have on the economy.

Accompanying conditions

of insecurity oftentimes result in social maladjustments such
as disorganized families and economic and racial restrictions .
Without stability of residence , other undersirable conditions
such as insecurity , short work periods , low incomes , inadequate
schooling, poor housing, and limited social opportunities fol low almost inevitably . 1 9

Among the by- products of living under

depressed conditions, particularly in the Mexican community, are
delinquency and prostitution .

Cases of sex delinquency, accord-

ing to juvenile authorities , are often caused by overcrowdedness
where two or more families live together , or where girls need
work so badly as to accept jobs in public places of questionable
reputation. 20
Community disadvantages or discrimination also accompany

18Ibid., p . 57.
1%0 wry Nelson Migratory Workers : The Mobile Tenth of
American Arricµlture lwashington: National Planning Association, 1953 , VI .
20orin c. Cassmore and Selden C. Menefee , op . cit.,
p . 49.
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migratory workers as they move from place to place in quest for
work .

It is well known that in many of the areas where migra-

tory workers live and work , much needed facilities are not available .

However , in other areas where such facilities do exist ,

migratory workers are not allowed to use them because of local
prejudice . 21 The hostility of the local communities has also
worked against migratory workers in their attempts to organize .
As was previously stated , migratory workers are usually disorganized and without effective leadership because , in part, of
their mobility.

"Where there have been attempts made outside

the ranks of migrants to organize and lead them , the hostility
of larger communities has worked against them . 1122 Lowry Nelson
has made the following statement relative to the reasons why
problems of migratory labor have not brought about much needed
legislation :
Their position as a minority group of low status
is reinforced in the larger public · consciousness by
the fact that many of them are immigrants from Mexico,
particularly, or they are nonwhite . Legislation in
behalf of racial and immigrant winorities has always
been difficult to get through • 2.j
Still the fact remains that this large body of our citizenry,
existing under conditions previously listed , further perpetuates
an underprivileged group for the coming generation .
In this chapter an attempt has been made to point up and
analyze some of the implications that the migration of workers

21Lowry Nelson , op , cit., p .
22.!,Qg. ' pp . 2- 3.

231J21g,. , P . 3.

15.
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might have on the economy and society in Texas .
implications were implicitly or explicitly drawn:

The following
(a) Low

wage levels; (b) sub- standard working conditions; (c) seasonality of employment; and (d) social disorganization and discrimination .

Realizing the adverse effects that the presence

of a large body of maladjusted workers may have on the American
citizenry of tomorrow , attempts have been made by the employees
and employers of agriculture , and also by the public at large ,
to combat the migratory labor problem.

The following chapter

is devoted to an analysis of these attempts .

CHAPTER IV
MAJOR TRENDS IN MIGRATION IN TEXAS
A number of forces have been operating during the last
few years to bring about a reor ganization of agriculture in
the state of Texas .

These forces have had the effect of bring-

ing on a number of maladjustments for farm operators .

Also ,

migratory agricultural workers have been adversely affected by
such maladjustments .

Forces of noticeable effect have been:

(1) a decrease in the absolute number of people in the state
supported by agriculture ; (2) a decrease in the relative portion of the total populati9n of the state supported by agriculture; and (3) a decrease in the number of tenants and other
farm operators . 1
With opportunities for farm operators to make a living
on the farm decreasing and unemployment in the city on the
other hand increasing, the inevitable result has been that the
less fortunate migratory workers have been caught between this
pressure of economic forces. 2 Some of the attempts that have
been made to combat the problems faced by migratory workers are
examined below.
-

1 c. H. Hamilton , "Social Effects of Recent Trends in
Mechanization of Agriculture , 11 Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station , Progress Report No . 579 , 1938.

21.l?lJ!.
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Migration to and from Texas
The migration of agricultural workers to and from
Texas has been an attempt made in behalf of the workers themselves to supplement their low annual earnings.

Migratory

workers have been known to cross state lines to areas of expected advantages , complete a job and return to their place
of origin. 3 The following is an illustration of such migration:
The Moreno family consisted of 18 persons; an
elderly couple , their 9 sons and daughters , aged 15
to 39, a daughter-in- law, and 6 grandchildren.
Twelve members of the family worked . They earned
$154. 00 working in the winter spinach harvest at
Crystal City , Texas . Then a car and truck would
transport the family and its possessions to Wyoming
where they earned $2,161 . 00 working in the beet
fields. They would ~hen return to Crystal City and
the spinach harvesting during the winter montns•
Their cash income for the year was $2,315. 00 .
While there is an undetermined amount of migratory
workers crossing state lines, the larger number appear to remain and work in the state .

Studies by the Texas State Employ-

ment Service lead to an estimation of only 2 to 3 per cent of
migratory farm workers in Texas coming from other states . 5
Migration from Texas by migratory workers , in an effort
to supplement annual earnings, takes on three definite directions:6

(1) A migration of an unknown number of cotton pickers

3selden c. Menefee, Mexican Mifrat ory Workers ~f South
Texas ( Washington: u. S. Government Pr nting Office, 1 41), p. 41 .
4rbid.

5i, . o. Wal ton ,

A Brief: Migratory Farm Labor in Texas,"
The Agricultural Mechanical College of Texas, College Station ,
Texas , l 94o .

61£il.

11

into the Mississippi Delta and the Arizona cotton regions,
(most of these workers return); (2) an annual migration of
Mexicans to northern states, principally to Michigan and Minnesota, to work in the sugar beet fields .
workers migrate to these areas with about

An estimated 8,000

75 per cent return-

ing at the end of the crop season; and finally (3) migration
largely of displaced tenants to California who do not usually
return.

Surveys? show Texas as one of the leading states from

which a considerable number of migrants in California have
come .

The exact number of such interstate migration, however,

has been undeterminable, and the problem has generally been
considered an intra- state one .
Provisions for Quarters
Agricultural employers of recent years have begun to
provide quarters for their seasonal workers in an attempt to
combat the migratory labor problem.

Two types of quarters are

now erected to accommodate migratory workers during their periods of employment; namely, mobile and permanent quarters. 8 The
mobile, or make- shift tent type of quarters are usually provided solely by agricultural employers and are taken down after
the migratory workers have completed their particular job or
jobs.

The permanent type quarters are erected at concentration

points throughout the state at the discretion of the Farm Security Administration.

The establishment of quarters at Sinton,

7Ibid.
Bselden

c.

Menefee, op, cit .
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Robstown , Romondville , Weslaco, Princeton, Harlinger, Eagle
Pass, Crystal City, Laredo, and San Antonio has been an important major trend in Texas migration in recent years . 9
At present , much needed shelter and sanitation are
available to a large portion of the migratory farm labor
force in the state of Texas , at least during the time of their
employment .

And, because of the need for and the social dis-

advantages to migratory workers, it is the hope of agricultural employers that long treks by migratory workers will be
10
discouraged somewhat .
Another measure , relative to an attempt to organize migratory workers in order to combat the migratory labor problem is presented below.
Labor Organizations
Migratory labor organizations had their beginning in
1905 at Chicago in the form of the revolutionary, direct- action
Industrial Workers of the World .

Also in 1905, John X. Kelley,

a former associate of James Eads How' s International Brotherhood Welfare Association , attempted to form a migratory Worker's Union .
The early trend toward unions among migratory workers
was that of organizing unattached migrants .

Attempts at orga-

nizing were also made by migrant families in the sharecropping
industry.

In general, there seemed to be little interest

9!!21g_.
lOillQ.. , pp . 30- 31 .

displayed by migratory agricultural workers toward organization during the period in question.

Charles A. Myers has made

the following observations concerning past attempts to organize
migratory workers : 11
(a) The organizations, fluid and without discipline, multiplied in the summer but decreased tremendously in membership during the winter.
(b) They attempted to dignify migratory work as
an occupation, taking such work for granted and attempting to improve and regulate employment conditions .
(c) Unattached men predominated the membership
of such organizations .
In both agriculture and industry, the mobile existence of mi grancy seems not to be congenial to labor organization or
. .
12
1on1sm.

'lll'l.-

The crew leader and labor contractor type of operation
in agricultural employment has evolved as a major trend over
the past 30 years .

In 1958, five thousand and three hundred

crew leaders were contacted by representatives of State Employ-

ment Services in connection with the placement of agricultural
workers. 1 3 Crew leaders render many valuable services to migratory workers and their employers including transportation,
employment, housing, and other facilities.

Oftentimes migra-

tory workers are paid either directly by or through their crew
leaders .

State and private groups have made the following ob-

servations of malpractices relative to the use of crew leaders . 14
11charles A. Myers, The Movement of Factory Workers
(New York: Wiley & Sons, Inc . , 1943) , p . 31 .
12Ibid.
13,'Migratory Labor Notes," (Washington, D. C.: The President's Committee on Migratory Labor, February, 1960), No. 11 .
14Ibid

-·
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. . 1. Crew leaders misrepresenting work opportunities and wage scales to migrant workers .
2 . Crew leaders collecting their percentage of
the employees' earnings from both the farmer and
the workers for the same work.
3. Crew leaders collecting per capita travel
expenses from the employing association and from
the migrant .
4. Crew leaders obtaining fees from migrant
workers for services rendered by county health departments .
5. Crew leaders entering into arrangements with
employers and lo~al stores whereby migrant workers
are char ged higher prices for food and the profits
are split between the crew leader and the employer.
Several states have recognized the need to abolish the
malpractices of crew leaders as indicated above and have passed
laws and other regulations to substantially reduce such malpractices.
Future Demand for and Supply of
Texas Migratory Workers
As indicated earlier in the study, the demand for migratory workers in Texas is steadily decreasing .

The most ra-

pid decline has been in the demand for workers in the sugar beet
industry. Mechanization has entered into harvest operations and
seemingly will soon lead to the replacement of workers who "thin"
and "hoe" beets .

Labor recruiting agencies are now recommending

that many of the South Texas workers in the sugar beet industry
migrate to other states to find work.

In the cotton industry ,

observations have revealed that many growers have their fields
picked over once by hand , then complete their harvest with mechanical strippers , thereby cutting the picking season in half
and creating added work stops for the migratory workers .

The migratory workers themselves are reducing the demand for
transient labor by settling in the work areas and establishing a local labor force . 15
Many farm employers of late years are showing preference for imported foreign labor-- able - bodied males screened
for physical fitness and agricultural experience before they
enter this country. 16 These foreign workers can be ordered
and returned as the need for such workers arises .

The prob-

lem of housing the workers is a minute one; also the problems
of child labor , child care and education have not proved to be
of a serious nature .

However, the United States Department of

Labor has attempted to limit the importation of foreign migratory workers to the minimum number needed for seasonal farm
tasks to supplement domestic migratory workers .
The fut ure supply of migratory labor in Texas depends
on and is influenced by many factors, but can be grouped under
'

three major headings , namely , general economic conditions, technology, and education. 1 7 Migratory agricultural work is, to a
large extent , a marginal type of employment engaged in by those
who lack more desirable employment elsewhere .

The general eco-

nomic conditions of the nation and state will determine the future supply of migratory workers and will also determine the variety and number of jobs that will be available to them.

Assum-

ing then , that the general level of employment of the entire

15R D Lewis "Incomes of Migratory Agricultural Workers , " Texas · Ag;icul tufal Experiment Station , Bulletin 950 ,
March , 1960 .
16Ibid
1 7Ibid

-·
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nation will remain about the same , the supply of migratory farm
workers is expected to decrease .

The placement of migratory

workers into more permanent type jobs would , therefore , depend
primarily on the rate of adoption of mechanization by agricultural producers and the education of the migratory workers themselves .

Mechanization is continuing and expanding and will re-

sult , perhaps, in such irregular seasonal employment that migratory workers will seek jobs that offer a larger measure of
economic security.
The ability to speak English and the educational background of the migrants will also determine their future in better and steadier employment . 18 Recent changes in the educational program should better prepare the migratory workers for
jobs in all parts of the economy .

Better schools, improved

teaching techniques, better school facilities , and more rigid
enforcement of school attendance laws in the state are some of
the most important among recent changes in the educational program.
Other factors of somewhat lesser importance which will
determine the future supply of migratory farm workers in the
state of Texas are :

(1) Importation of foreign labor; (2) the

continued movement of workers across the Mexican border; and

(3) the general upward rise in wage levels and standards of living which will reduce and systematize the movement of migratory
workers . 1 9
18Frederic o. Sargent, "Education of Children of Migratory Workers , " Texas Agricultural Progress , Vol . 4, No . 2
(March- April, 1958).
1 9R. D. Lewis, loc, cit.

This chapter has attempted to list and analyze some
of the major trends in migration to combat the migratory labor
problem in Texas .

An examination into the future outlook for

employment of migratory workers was also made .

The following

chapter summarizes the impact of migratory farm labor on the
economy of Texas and draws certain conclusions based on the
findings of this study.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Since the 1920 ' s the American economy has taken on more
and complex problems relative to migratory farm labor.

The ag-

ricultural segment of the Texas economy has been examined in
this study in order to examine and analyze the economic impact
of migrator y farm labor .

Agriculture has been the chief occu-

pation in Texas since the f i rst settler s arrived , and migr atory
workers have seemingly become indispensable to agriculture in
Texas for several reasons , namely:

(1) The seasonality of farm

operations on the larger portion of farms in Texas; (2) the need
for hand labor required in the immediate harvesting of crops
grown in Texas that are not so susceptible to me chanization; and
( 3) the hiring of "cheap labor ," particularly Mexican agricul-

tural workers , oftentimes has been the only means by which many
farm operators can make a profit .
Texas farm operators have made various uses of the services of migratory farm workers .

In earlier years a tremendous

amount of seasonal labor was required to cultivate , plant , chop ,
and pick the cotton crops .

However, the reduction in the over -

all cotton pr oduction of Texas during the last few years has resulted in a decrease in the absolute number of migratory workers
required in the cotton industry.

The services of migratory
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workers are also used in wheat , citrus fruits, commercial vegetables, and rice industries of Texas .

While the services of

migratory farm workers are used in both agricultural and nonagricu.ltural enterprises , agriculture offers the overwhelming
part of employment for the services of migratory workers in
Texas .
The migratory labor force is comprised of about 85 per
cent Mexicans, 10 per cent Whites, and only five per cent Negroes .

Texas attracted a great number of these Mexican migra-

tory workers because its expanding cotton and vegetable industries needed cheap labor, and Me.xico provided a most convenient
source of supply.

Mexicans originally were brought into this

country to primarily perform low- paid agricultural work, and
since the period in question has received little or no substantial increase in wages .

Many of the social conditions existing

today among migratory agricultural worKers seem to nave common
"roots" in tne low wage levels confronting them throughout their
employment .

Some of these conditions commonly found in communi-

ties of Mexican migratory worKers of Texas are overcrowdedness ,
poor nousing, uusanitation , .lack of medical care , and lack of
education.

Also ir.regular employment togetner witn low wage

levels confrontiug migratory worKers add to the social conditions of migrants .
The migration of worKers from place to place has certain
implications which have adversely affected society . Implications
drawn in this study were: (a) Low wage levels, (b) sub-standard
wo r king conditions , (c) seasonality of employment , and (d) social disorganization and discrimination.

The net results of

these impl ications have been that of degrading the agricultural economy of America and perpetuating an underprivileged
group for the future generation .
The reorganization of agriculture in Texas has brought
on a number of maladjustments for farm operators as well as
for migratory agricultural workers .

This study has listed and

examined some of the major trends of both the migratory workers
themselves and employers of agriculture, and by the public at
large to combat the migratory labor problem in Texas .

Migra-

tory agricultural workers move across state boundaries in an
attempt to find more regular work and supplement their low annual incomes .

They also have attempted to organize but such

attempts have not been success:ful .

Living quarters have been

provided the migratory farm workers by some agricultural employers .

Also , living quarters have been provided for migra-

tory workers by the Farm Security Administration.

The inter-

est of the public has been that of discouraging migration and
keeping it at a minimum.
Because of the existence of many of the present conditions among migrants and continued adoption of mechanization
by farm operators, this study has also examined the future outlook relative to the demand for and the supply of migratory
farm workers in Texas .

Future demand for migratory farm work-

ers in Texas depends on (a) the adoption of mechanization by
farm systems; (b) the importation of foreign labor into this
state · and (c) the establishment of local labor forces by the

'

migratory workers themselves .

Future supply of migratory labor
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in Texas is expected to be influenced by: (a) general economic
conditions ; (b) technology; and (c) education .
Conclusions
From the foregoing study it may be concluded that migratory farm workers in Texas are vital only to a small number
of large-scale farm systems operated as incorporated businesses,
and to profit seeking operators of small farms .

Although mech-

anization has not been totally successfUl in the complete harvesting operations of some crops, technical advances are still
being made and it is felt by writers in tne field that local
labor supplies are abundant enough to perform the needed hand
labor .

It may also be concluded that the social disadvantages

existing among migratory agricultural workers in Texas , due
primarily to their low economic status , greatly outweigh the
"economic gains" to agricultural employers who hire them at low
wage levels.

Seemingly, agricultural employers who hire these

migratory workers are not giving thought to the effects of present conditions on our future society.
Charles A. Myers in essence stated that the movement of
labor should fulfill several functions in an economy where workers are free to change jobs and seek work of their own choice .
First, ~he movement of labor should tend to equalize wages and
other conditions of work for comparable jobs; second, it should
serve to distribute labor where the need is greatest , geographically and industrially; and tnird , it should give workers an
opportunit y to utilize their capacities and abilities most
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effectively.

The basic assumption underlying this thesis was

that the migration of agricultural workers in Texas had not
fulfil led the important functions that the movement of labor
should, as listed above .

Relative to this assumption , it may

be concluded that: (a) the migration of agricultural workers
in Texas has generally lowered wage levels in areas surrounding their employment , especially where migrants and nonmigrants compete in the labor market .

However, for comparable

jobs , migratory workers receive wages considerably lower than
those received by non- migratory workers and their conditions
of employment are deplorable .

Instead of distributing labor

where the agricultural employers ' need for it was greatest,
the movement of agricultural workers has tended to distribute
labor where the employees ' need for work was greatest which
has , in turn , caused wages to be lowered still further .

Migra-

tory agricultural workers of Texas have had little or no opportunities to utilize their capacities and abilities most effectively because of the monotonous routine of their employment .
Finally, it may be concluded from the foregoing study
that because of the lack of protective legislation, migratory
workers may be considered excluded from the rest of communities
in which they work and live .

Furthermore, it is concluded that

because of continued mechanization and attempts by the public
to substantially reduce the migratory labor force, migratory
farm workers of Texas can look forward to no immediate increase
in employment opportunities .
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